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Orbital Rate Drive Earth and Lunar
 






























































Translation Thrust Control Assembly
 




Indicates GET From Liftoff in Hours:Minutes
 
Indicates GET From Liftoff in Hours:Minutes:Seconds
 
(XXX,XXX/XXX,XXX) (Ordeal/Inertial) Angles (Roll, Pitch, Yaw)
 































Antigua Near Space Support Station
 
Bermuda Near Space Support Station
 
Carnarvon Near Space Support Station
 
Canary Near Space Support Station
 
Guaymas Near Space Support Station
 
Honeysuckle Deep Space Support Station
 
Huntsville Near Space Support Station
 
Madrid Deep Space Support Station
 
Mercury Near Space Support Ship
 
MILA Near Space Support Station
 
Redstone Near Space Support Ship
 
Corpus Christi Near Space Support Station
 




This document contains the primary procedures for the LM-5
 
active rendezvous with CSM-107 spacecraft, in accordance with
 
Detailed Test Objective Section 4.0 defined in Reference 7.1.
 
The purpose of the LM Rendezvous Procedures document is to
 
provide a single source of procedures information for use
 




This is a control document, subject to review by all elements
 
of the Apollo Program and to approval by the Procedures Con­
figuration Control Board. Comments should be directed to
 
Mr Stephen P. Grega, Flight Procedures Branch, Flight Crew
 
Support Division, Extension 5348.
 
Beyond G mission planning, no additional techniques and 
trajectory information specific to Mission H have been made
 
available as of this date. Therefore, since Missions G and H
 
are expected to be similar in the area of rendezvous guidance
 
and navigation procedures, the G mission final "LM Rendezvous
 
Procedures Document" will serve -as an H mission preliminary
 
"LM Rendezvous and Procedures Document". After reviewal by all
 
elements of the Apollo Program and approval by the Procedures
 
Configuration Control Board, this document will then evolve into 






The LM-5/CSM-l07 lunar orbit rendezvous exercise will begin

during the twenty-fourth CSM revolution with insertion at
 
122 35:25.5 and end at approximately 126:00:00 with post
 
rendezvous station keeping. The LM procedures during this
 
period are divided into segments of major activities which
 
are discussed in detail in Section 3.0.
 
A nominal LM-5/CSM-107 mission profile is contained in Fig­
ure (2-1) This figure shows the locations in time and local
 
horizontal position of the most significant nominal mission
 
events. Trajectory data used to generate the mission profile
 
and timeline for procedures development was obtained from
 
Reference 7.2. The rendezvous navigation update schedule
 
assumed in the procedures is defined in Reference 7.3.
 
A history of the LM body attitudes during the rendezvous
 
accompanies the major events discussion and is also presented
 
in Figures (2-2) and (2-3). Each figure illustrates the body

attitudes with respect to the moon, sun, and earth and indicates
 
FDAI roll, pitch, and yaw gimbal angles and the ordeal pitch 
angle for significant events during each lunar orbit. 
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3.0 DISCUSSION OF MAJOR EVENTS
 
3.1 Concentric Sequence Initiation
 
Immediately following Insertion the LM navigated vector will
 
be downlinked to Mission Control Center-Houston, this state
 
vector is then uplinked to the CSM. The LM commander will
 
perform a Proqram 52 fine alignment to REFSMMAT at approxi­
mately 122.40.
 
The digital autopilot is configured to wide deadband, Program
 
P20 is called, and an automatic pitch maneuver is initiated
 
to the preferred track attitude At 122 55, CSI targeting
 
parameters are loaded in the PGNS and AGS. A period of
 
rendezvous radar marking will then take place from 122-57
 
to 123"15 Upon completion of tracking, the LM will obtain
 
an out-of-plane velocity from the CSM to be vectored with
 
the in-plane component of the CSI delta V. The CSM's esti­
mate of out-of-plane velocity is alleged to be better than
 
the LM's estimate. (Reference 7.4.)
 
At approximately 123 20 the LM will voice its CSI solution
 
to the CSM; the AGS is updated, aligned, and targeted in
 
external delta-V with the CDH solution to be excuted.
 
Program P41 will then be called and the automatic pitch 
maneuver bypassed since the burn isto be executed with
 
Z-Axis thrusting. The CSI burn occurs nominally at 123 26 27.
 
After verification of the LM CSI burn, the CSM will incorporate
 
the LM burn parameters in its CMC LM state vector
 
3.2 Constant Delta Height and Plane Change
 
At 123:30 approximately three minutes after the LM CSI burn,
 
the W matrix will be set to (2000,2,5) and the LM targeting
 
paramters are loaded in both the PGNS and AGS for the CDH
 
maneuver. Out-of-plane velocity will then be computed and
 
voiced to the LM from the CSM. Program P30 is loaded with
 
the targeting parameters for the LM Plane Change maneuver
 
which will be accomplished in Program P41 30 minutes prior
 
to the CDH maneuver Following the burn, the target delta V
 
parameters are voice to the CSM and incorporated into the CMC
 
LM state vector. At 123:56 the CDH targeting parameters
 
are loaded in both the PGNS and AGS for 124.24:25. A CDH
 
chart solution is calculated 7 minutes prior to TIG.
 
The AGS is updated, aligned, and targeted in external delta V
 
with the CDH solution to be executed. The RCS Thrust Program,
 
P41, is called at 124:18 and the burn attitude is bypassed
 
since the LM executes CDH by thrusting out individual components
 




3 3 Terminal Phase Initiation 
Radar tracking is initiated after the CDH maneuver and
 
updating of the LGC continued. At 124:26, approximately
 
two minutes after the LM CDH burn, targeting parameters
 
are loaded in both the PGNS and AGS for the TPI maneuver
 
which will be targeted for a node at intercept. Backup
 
measurements are made at the appropriate times. The AGS
 
is updated, aligned, and targeted in external delta V
 
with the TPI solution to be executed. The RCS Thrust
 
Program, P41, is called at 124:56 and the burn attitude is
 
bypassed since the LM is burning along the plus Z-axis with
 
the thrust direction established with the COAS.
 
3 4 Midcourse Corrections
 
Immediately after TPI the Midcourse Prethrust Program, P35,
 
will be called and radar tracking reinitiated. Backup meas­
urements are made and midcourse corrections chart solutions
 
obtained. The MCCl burn will nominally be performed at TPI
 
plus 15 minutes (125:17:46). If MCCI is to be excuted, Program
 
P41 will be called and the burn attitude maneuver is bypassed
 




Following MCCI, Program P35 will be called and targeted for
 





In preparation for braking, the DAP is configured in narrow
 
deadband Program P20 is terminated at 18,000 feet but the
 
radar is kept in auto track to provide radar range and range
 
rate displayed on the tapemeter. Average "G" is called by
 
Program P47 prior to braking, and attitude hold is selected.
 




4.0 NOMINAL MISSION PROCEDURES
 
The 	procedures included in this section do not specify which
 
crewmember, Commander or LM Pilot, performs each task.
 
These need not be specified since the following basic rules
 




1 	All attitude changes, whether manual or automatic, will be
 
accomplished by the CDR.
 
2 	The operation of the DSKY during thrust programs (P40, P41,
 
P42, P47) will be done by the CDR. Actual manipulation of
 
















2. 	DSKY operation will be done by the LMP except when keyboard
 
entries affect the control of spacecraft attitude or thrust­
ing.
 
3. Backup data logging and chart calculations.
 
4 All logging of maneuver solutions and systems performance.
 




These general rules are guidelines only, and may be deviated from
 




The abbreviations used herein are consistant with those in the
 
AOH. However, in order to condense and simplify the procedures
 
so that they are representative of onboard data, a number of add­
itional shorthand conventions have been used. To allow the un­
familiar reader to understand the procedures contained in this
 
section, the following explanations are included
 
1. AGS - A single asterisk is employed to denote those procedures
 
involving operations to be performed on the DEDA. The three
 
number group following an asterisk specifies DEDA address An
 
"R"following the address group indicates the address is to be
 
read out. A five digit group behind the "R"indicates a
 
nominal or expected display. If the three number address group
 
is followed by a plus or minus sign, a data load is indicated.
 
When a single digit follows the plus, addition of four zeros
 
behind this digit is assumed. Once used, these conventions are
 




2. 	PGNS - The verb-noun addresses in the PGNS are indicated to the
 
left of the procedures column. An "F" is used to indicate a
 
flashing display, or absence of an "F" a static display. To
 
the right of the verb-noun, on the same line, are the contents
 
of the three data registers. If numeric quantities appear,
 
the DSKY should be correspondingly made to agree by executing
 
a V21, V22, or V23 and performing a data load. The procedure
 
of blanking and loading registers is not included since it
 
is repeated often and is highly familiar to the crews.
 
EXAMPLE F 06 33 125-02 46 TIG OF TPI
 
Expanded, this means; Load flashing verb 06 noun 33 with the
 
quantity 125 hours, 2 minutes and 46 seconds, the time of
 
ignition of the RCS engine TPI maneuver. Procedurally, this
 
is done by keying verb 25 enter, loading +000125 in register
 
1, +00002 in register 2, and +04600 in register 3.
 
If numberic quantities do not follow the verb-noun, it is
 
indicated that a computed or information quantity is being
 
displayed via the DSKY. If nominal values are listed for
 
possible comparison, they appear in parentheses.
 
EXAMPLE- F 06 42 HA HP V
 
Expanded, this means Flashing verb 06 noun 42 has computed
 
height of apogee in register 1, height of perigee in reg­
ister 2, and velocity to be gained in register 3.
 
3. TIME - The numbers in the left hand column preceded by a plus
 
or minus indicate "event timer" time referenced to an event.
 
Minus indicates event timer counting down to a future event.
 
Periodically, this same column contains the nominal mission
 
ground elapsed times in parentheses. Asterisks following
 
the event time indicate a time critical event which should be
 








* AFTER INSERTION 	 * 
1 INSERTION COMPLETE (RESIOUALS NULLED)
 
? VERIFY V82E (ORBIT)
 
3 RNDZ RDR LOCKED ON IN MODE II
 
4 LGC AT FLASHING VERB 37
 
































* 	 BAL CPL-ON * 
MODE SEL-AGS 
* 	 RNG/ALT MON-RNG/RNGRT * 
RATE ERR MON-RNDZ RORICOR) 
ATT CONT-PULSE(3) 
* AGS MODE CONT-ATT HOLD * 
* ACA/4JET-DISABLE(CDRJ * 
* TTCA/TRANSL-DISABLE(LMP) * 
ACA/4JET-DISABLE(LMPI 	 * 
KEY ODE (PO0)
 
(DOWNLINK LM STATE VECTOR)
 












F 16 78 R ROOT
 
VERIFY TAPE METER WITH DSKY
 
+2 * VERIFY INSERTION VELOCITY 
* WITH RNDZ ROR, WHERE 
* RANGE = 264.2 N.M.
 
*RANGE RATE = -425.1 FPS
 
SUIT/CABIN PRESS - NOR
 
GLYCOL TEMP/PRESS - NOR
 




KEY V48E (LOAD DAP)
 








KEY V56E (KILL AUTO TRACK ENABLE)
 
+3 KEY V41N72E (COARSE ALIGN R/R)
 
F 21 73 +000,OOTRUN -077.OOSHFT
 








16 72 MONITOR TRUN/SHFT ANGLES
 
CB PGNS RNDZ RDR-OPEN
 
CB AC BUS A RNDZ RDR-OPEN
 
























* 605400777 COTANGENT OF LOS, TO-CSM 
*416+1 (ONE-HALF bRBITAL PERIOD) 
*411+0 RCS ENGINES 
*623+0 Z-AXIS PARALLEL TO CSM ORBIT 
*310R TIME TO CS! 
*267R 	 VELOCITY TO BE GAINED CSI
 
*402R 	 DELTA H
 
*371R 	 DELTA V CDH
 
*372R' _ DELTA T CSI/CDH
 


















06 18 FOAl ANGLES (AUTO MNVRI)
 


























06 18 FDA! ANGLES -(AUTO MNVRV,
 




F 01 71 	002DE
 



















F 50 25 00014
 
PRO (CHECK ALIGNMENT IF TIME WILL PERMIT)
 














06 18 FDAI ANGLES (AUTO MNVR)
 






















































F 50 72 RR TRUN/SHFT
 






KEY V93E (BEFORE 1ST MARK REINIT W. MATRIXI
 
KEY V80E (UPDATE LM SV)
 
KEY V47E (INITIALIZE AGS)
 





















* CS , * 
(122&55) KEY V37E32E (CSI)
 
F 06 11 1 S LOAD TIG CSI FROM DATA PAD 
(NOM 123S26- 271 
PRO
 
F 06 55 +O000IN +026*60E +130.00 OMEGAT
 




F 06 37 . . LOAD TIG TPI FROM DATA PAD 
(NOM 1251021761 
PRO 
F 16 45 MKS TFI -00001
 
-30* COPY RDOT FOR 1ST CSI BU
 
*31OR TIME TO CSI
 









*372R _ DELTA T CSI/CDH 
KEY V32E (MARKS=5
 




F 06 81 DELTA VOS-LV (CS!)
 












F 06 82 DELTA V'S-LV (CDH)
 













































-20* COPY RDOT FOR 2ND CSI BU
 
F 16 45 

F 06 75 

F 06 81 

F 06 16 







TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - FUEL MAN
 
.A + B PRESS 181 +-3 PSIG
 
TEMP/PRESS NON SEL - PRPLNT
 
A + B TEMP IND 40DEG TO lOODEG F
 
A + B PRESS IND 181 +-3 PSIA
 
TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - HEL
 
A + 8 PRESS IND - PSIA
 
A QUANTITY IND PERCENT REMAINING
 
B QUANTITY IND PERCENT REMAINING
 
TEMP MON SEL RCS QUAD 1, 4v 2, 3 (120 - 190 DEG F
 
(LOS OF MSFN )
 
S-BAND - SLEW TO P = +90, Y a 0
 
S-BAND - FWD (OR AFT)
 






































F 06 81 	DELTA V'S-LV(CSI)
 























F 16 45 MKS TFI MGA
 




KEY V47E (INITIALIZE AGS)
 














F 16 45 	MKS TFI MGA
 
(TRANSMIT CSI DATA TO CSMI
 
VHF A XMTR - VOICE
 
VHF B XMTR - DATA
 
VHF B RCVR - OFF
 


























-6 KEY 41E (RCS THRUSTING)
 




16 85 DELTA V'S-BODY
 
KEY VO6NB6E DELTA V'S-LV
 


















*450 451 452 LOAD
 
*407+0 ROTATE EXTERNAL DELTA \ RF
 
TRANSMIT TGT DELTA V!S TO CSM AND SYNC COUNTDOWN
 
16 85 DELTA V'S-BODY
 




KEY V77E (ATT HOLD)
 
PGNS MODE CONT-ATT HOLD
 
AGS MODE CONT-ATT HOLD
 
*407+1 FREEZE EXTERNAL DELTA V
 




























* CDH * 




KEY V67E (RESET W MATRIX)
 






(VHF RANGING WITH CSM)
 
VHF A XMTR - VOICE/RNG 
VHF B XMTR - OFF 
VHF B RCVR - ON 
TELEMETRY PCM - HI 




F 06 13 a . TIG CDH (NOM 124:24*25)
 




*411+0 THRUST ALONG Z-BODY AXIS
 























KEY V93E (REINIT W MATRIX WHEN MARKS =,4)
 
KEY V32E (MARKS = 3) 
















F 16 45 MKS TFI -00001
 
-47 KEY VSOE (OUT-OF-PLANE)
 
_ 
TIG CDH (NOM 124t24t25) 
-30*00 TIME FROM CDH 














-42 KEY V32E (MARKS=1O)
 






















* PLANE CHANGE *
 
KEY 30E (EXTERNAL DELTA V)
 
: TIG CDH (NOM 124124t25)
 
-30;00 TIME FROM CDH
 
F 06 33 * LOAD TIG PLANE CHANGE 
(NOM 123154:T25) 
PRO 
F 06 81 DELTA V'S-LV (NOM 0.0)
 

















F 06 81 DELTA V*S-LV(NOM 0.0)
 












F 37 BB 














*407+0 ROTATE EXTERNAL DELTA V RF
 




KEY V77E (ATT HOLD)
 




*407+1 FREEZE EXTERNAL DELTAV'
 

















F 06 13 * TIG CDH (NOM 124t24t25) 
-120 OO ZOO (AGS 0 TIME) 
(CONVERT TO MINUTES)
 
*373R _ (NOM 264.4) 
*310R TIME TO CDH 




S-BAND - SLEW TOP = 

ACQUIRE HGA LOCK ON
 
















F 06 75 

F 06 81 





F 06 75 











KEY V93E (REINIT W MATRIX WHEN MARKS = 4) 
COPY ROOT FOR 2ND CDH BU
 
KEY v32E (MARKS = 5)
 
TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - FUEL MAN
 
A + B PRESS 181 +-3 PSIG
 
TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - PRPLNT
 
A + B TEMP IND 40DEG TO 1OODEG F
 
A + B PRESS IND 181 +-3 PSIA
 
TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - HEL
 
A + B PRESS IND PSIA
 
A QUANTITY IND _ PERCENT REMAINING 
B QUANTITY IND PERCENT REMAINING a
 
TEMP MON SEL RCS QUAD 1, 4, 2, 3 (120 - 190 DEG F)i
 
SUIT/CABIN PRESS - NOR
 
GLYCOL TEMP/PRESS - NOR
 
02/H20 QUANTITY - NOMINAL
 

























































F 16 45 MKS TFI MGA
 




TRANSMIT TGT DELTA VOS TO CSM AND SYNC COUNTDOWN
 
KEY V47E (INITIALIZE AGS!
 




































F 3, BB 
KEY 41E (RCS THRUSTING)
 
























*410+5 EXTERNAL DELTA V
 
*450 451 452 LOAD
 
*407+0 ROTATE EXTERNAL DELTA V RF
 
16 85 DELTA V'S-BODY
 
*50OR DELTA VX (NOM -0O3)
 




KEY V77E (ATT HOLD)
 
PGNS MODE CONT-ATT HOLD
 
AGS MODE CONT-ATT HOLD
 
*407+1 FREEZE EXTERNAL DELTA V
 
F 16 85 DELTA V*S BODY
 













































F 16 45 MARKS TFI -00001
 
-32 KEY V93E (REINIT W MATRIX WHEN MARKS = 4) 
-29 KEY V32E (MARKS = 3)
 
























*410+3 TPI SEARCH ROUTINE
 




-26 	 *310+026.00 TFI TPI
 




*371R DELTA VTPI + DELTA VTPF
 
KEY V32E (MARKS = 10)
 
F 06 37 _ _ _ TIG TPI 
PRO
 
















F 16 45 MKS TFI -00001
 
TEMPIPRESS MON SEL - FUEL MAN
 
A + B PRESS 181 +-3 PSIG
 
TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - PRPLNT
 
A + B TEMP IND 40ODEG TO IGODEG F
 
A + B PRESS IND 181 +-3 PSIA
 
TEMPIPRESS MON SEL - HEL
 
A + B PRESS IND - PSIA 
A QUANTITY 	IND PERCENT REMAINING
 
B QUANTITY IND PERCENT REMAINING
 
TEMP MON SEL RCS QUAD I, 4, 2, 3 (120 - 190 DEG F)
 
SUIT/CABIN PRESS - NOR
 
GLYCOL TEMP/PRESS - NOR
 




-13 	 *310+013.00 TFI TPI
 
*303R 	 THETA AT TPI
 
-12 PRO (FINAL COMP)
 






























F 06 81 DELTA V'S-LV
 































KEY V47E (INITIALIZE AGS)
 


























*303R THETA AT TPI
 








*267R DELTA V TPI
 
*371R DELTA V TPI + DELTA V TPF
 
KEY 41E (RCS THRUSTING)
 




16 85 DELTA V'S-BODY
 
KEY VO6NB6E DELTA V'S-LV
 












-5* *277R COPY TGT LOS ANGLE
 




*410+5 EXTERNAL DELTA V
 
*450 451 452 LOAD
 









*50OR DELTA VX(NOM -11.5)
 




KEY V77E (ATT HOLD)
 
PGNS MODE CONT-ATT HOLD
 
AGS MODE CONT-ATT HOLD
 
*407+1 FREEZE EXTERNAL DELTA V
 
























* MCC1 * 




KEY V93E (BEFORE 1ST MARK REINIT'W MATRIX)
 
+2 KEY 35E (TPM PRE-THRUST)
 




(LOS OF MSFN) 
S-BAND - SLEW TO P = 90, Y = 0 
S-BAND - FWD (OR AFT) 




(MONITOR 470 471 4721
 
+9* *277R COPY TGT LOS ANGLE
 
+12 PRO (COMPUTE MCC FOR TPI+15I
 








F 16 45 MKS TFI MGA
 
+13* *277R COPY TGT LOS ANGLE
 








+14 KEY 41E (RCS THRUSTING)
 








KEY V77E (ATT HOLD)
 
PGNS MODE CONT-ATT HOLD
 
AGS MODE CONT-ATT HOLD
 
*407+1 FREEZE EXTERNAL DELTA V
 












PGNS MODE CONT-AUTO 
KEY V93E (BEFORE 1ST MARK REINIT W MATRIX) 
+16 KEY 35E (TPM PRE-THRUST) 
F 16 45 MKS TFI -00001 
*404+0 405+0 406+0 
(MONITOR 470 471 47)­
+24* *277R COPY TGT LOS ANGLE 
+27 PRO (COMPUTE MCC FOR,TPI+30) 
F 06 81 DELTA V'S-LV 
PRO 
F 06 59 DELIA VPS-LOS 
PRO 
F 16 45 MKS TFI MGA 
+28* *277R COPY TGT LOS ANGLE 
COPY R, RDOT FROM TAPEMETER FOR BU'S 
COMPUTE MCC2 BU. 
F 37 BB 
PRO 
KEY 41E (RCS THRUSTING)
 








KEY V77E (ATT HOLD)
 
PGNS MODE CONT-ATT HOLD
 
AGS MODE CONT-ATT HOLD
 
*407+1 FREEZE EXTERNAL DELTA V
 








V63E (RR SELF TEST)
 














KEY V37E47E (AVE G)
 
F 16 83 DELTA VIS
 
V63E (RR SELF TEST)
 








F 16 78 R RDOT
 
VERIFY TAPE METER WITH DSKY
 
* BRAKING GATE 
* 30 FPS - 6000 FT 
* 20 FPS - 3000 FT 
* 10 FPS - 1500 FT 









This is a specific AGS nominal abort procedure due to a PGNS
 


















AFTER INSERTION * 
I INSERTION COMPLETE (RFSIDUALS NULLED)
 
g PGNS FAILURE BEFORE INSERTION
 




































MODE SL-AGS , 
RNG/AL1 MON-RNb/RNGRT * 
RAIE ERR MON-RNDZ HDR(CDR) * 
AVl CoNT(3)-PULSE * 








PULSE TO NULL AGS ERRORS
 






/O unnr - ZirF 
5-3
 
SLEW 'PATE -	 LO 
SLEW R/R ANT TO O.qON FUAI
 








* CHECK INSERTION VELOCITY WITH 
* TAPEMETER * 
* COMPARE EAPEMETER WITH AGS STATE * 
* VECTOR DATA *I 
* *17R 	 RANGE(NOM 264.2) 
* *440R 	 RANGE RATE(NOM -425.l) * 
SUIT/CABIN PRESS - NOR 
GLYCOL TEMP/PRESS - NOR 
02/H20 QUANTITY - NOMINAL 
* cSI 	 * 




























*623+0 Z-AXIS PARALLEL TO CSM ORBIT
 
*610R TIME TO CST
 
'43 	 RESET ET
 
*267R 	 VELOCITY TO BE GAINED CSI
 
*402R 	 FLTA H
 
*371R 	 DFLTA V CDH
 
5-4 
*372R DFLTA T CSI/CDH 
-42 *415+1 (No BORESIGHT) 
*bO6-xXXX.X RANGE RATE 
-40 *415+1 (NO BORESIGHT)
*503-XXXX.X RANGE RATE 
dORESIGHT ON CSM 
*415+1 
*316+XXXXX RANGE 
-37 *415+1 (NO BORESIGHT) 
*bO3-XXXX.X RANGE RATE 
-15 *415+1 (NO BORESIGHT) 
*bO3-XXXX.X RANGE RATE 
UORESIGHT ON CSM 
*415+1 
*31b+XXXX.X RANGF 
-.2 *415+1 (No BOHESIGHT) 
*bO3-XXXX.X RANGF RATE 
*i1uR TIME TO CS! 
RESEF ET 
*415+1 (No BORESIGHT) 
*503-XXXX.X RANGE RATE 
-30* COPY ROOT FOR 1ST CSI 81J 
BORESIGHT ON CSM 
*415+1 
*31b+XXXX.X RANGF 
-t7 *415+1 (NO BORFSIGHT) 
*50-XXxX.x RANGF RATE 
*267R VEL.OCITY TO HE GAINED CSI 
*402R. LELTA H 
*371R OFLTA V COH 
*.372R OELTA T CSI/CDH 
-?5 *415+1 (No BORESIGHT) 
*bO3-XXXX.X RANGE RATE 
BORESIGHT ON CSM 
*415+1 
*,blb+XXXX.X RANGE 
-i!2 *415+1 (No BORESIGHT) 
*5n3-XXXX.X RANGE RATE 













TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - FUEL MAN
 
A AND 8 PRESS 181 +-3 PIG
 
TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - PRPLNT
 
A AND B TEMP IND 4ODEG 0 IOODEG F
 
A AND B PRFSS IND 181 +-3 PSIA
 
tEMP/PRESS MON SEL - HEL
 
A AND 8 PRESS IND PSIA
 
A QUANTITY IND- -- PERCENT RFMAINING
 
8 QUANTITY IND PERCENT REMAINING
 




















S-BAND - SLEW 10 P = +90t Y U
 
S-BAND - FWD (OR AFT)
 








*267R 	 VFLOCITY TU BE GAINED CSI
 
*402R 	 OFLTA H
 
*372R 	 TIME CSI/CH
 
*371R 	 PREDICTED VEL 10 RE GAINED COH
 






















(TRANSMIT CSI DATA TO CSM)
 
VHF A XMfR - VOICE
 
VHF B XMTR - DATA
 
VHF B RCVR - OFF
 
TELEMETY PCM - LO
 
















*440R -_ RANGE RATE
 




*41U+b EXrERNAL DELTA V
 




*407+0 ROTATE EXTERNAL DELTA V HF
 
NULL FRROR SIGNALS WITH AGS PULSE
 
TRANSMIT TGT DELTA VtS TO CSM AND SYNC COUNTDOWN
 
*bO2R DFLTA VZ (NOM 50.1)
 
-:20 UEADaAND-MIN
 (DEFLECT RHC OUT OF UETENT)
 




*407+1 FREEZE EXTERNAL UFLTA V
 















AGS MODE CONT-ALITO 
*bO7+U Z-AXIS RORESIGHT 
*400+2 Z-AXIS STEERING 
+) *410+2 CDH ROUTINE 
(VHF RANGING WITH CSM) 
vHF A XMTR - VOICE/RNG 
VHF 8 XMTR - OFF 
vHF B HCVR 
- ON 
1ELEMFTRY PCM - HI 
*411+0 THRUST ALONG 2-BODY AXI, 
*373R (NOM 2b4.4) 
*310R TIME TO COH 
-b2 RESET ET 
*423R DFSIRED ALT RATE AT C1H 
*402R DELTA H 
*45OR DFLTA VX 
*452R DELTA VZ 
*623+U Z-AXIS PARALLEL TO CSM PLANF 
*417+1 (RADAR FILTER INITIALIZEO) 
-bo *415+1 (NO BORESIGHT) 
*bO3-XXXX.X RANGE RATE 
bORESIGHr ON CSM 
*415+1 
*316+XXXX.x RANGE 
-47 *415+1 (No BONESIGHT) 
*bO3-xXXX.X RANGF RATE, 
-45 *41b+1 (No BORESIGHT) 
*503-XXXX.X RANGE RATE 
BORESIGHT ON CSM 
*415+1 , -. 
*J16+XXXXX RANGF 
-42 *415+1 (No BORESiGHT) 
*503-XXXX.X RANGEiRATE 
-40 *415+1 (No BORESIGHT) 
*503-XXXX0 X RANGE RATE 
5-8
 
BORESIGHT ON CSM 
*415+1 
*,Jl+XXXX.X RANGF 
** ******* *** *** ** *** ** *** *** * ********* 
* PLANE CHANGE * 
*415+1 (No BORESI6HT) 
*503-XXXX.X RANGE RATE 
-36* cOPY ROOT FOR 1ST CDH BLI 
-35 UORESIGHT ON CSM 
*qlb+X 
*j16+XXXXX RANGE 
*b07+1 Z-AXIS DELTA V 
*400+0 ATT HOLD 
*410+b EX[ERNAL DELTA V 
(COPY YDOT FROM CSM AND LOAD NEGATIVE IN U51) 
*450+0 4fl *52+0 
*407+0 ROTATE EXTERNAL DELTA V RF 
NULL FRRUR SIGNALS wITH AGS PULSE 
-*2u UEADtANO-MIN 
(DEFLECT RHC OUT OF DETFNT) 
AGS MODE CONI-ATI HOLD 
AT? CONT(3)-MODF CONT 
*407+1 FREEZE FXIERNAL DELTA V 
-i0 NULL DELTA VS 
ATT CONT(3v)-PULSE 
AGS MODE CONT-AULTO 
*507+0 Z-AXIS ROPESIGHT 
*400+2 Z-AXIS SIFERINb 
*410+2 CDH ROUTINE 
*,373R (NUM 2b4.4) 
*31UR TIME TO CDh 
*423R DFSIRED ALT RAlF Al CDH 
*402R DELTA H 
*45OR DELTA VX 
*452R DELTA VZ 
5-9 
*417+1 (RADAR FILTER INITIALIZFD)
 
















S-ANO- SLEw TO P __ p Y 
ACQUIRE HGA LOCK ON 
VOICE - tU/VOICE -- VOICE 
VERIFY VOICEP ILM
 






-23* COPY ROOT FOR 2ND CDH 81)
 
TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - FUEL MAN
 
A AND B PRESS 181 +-3 PSIG
 
TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - PRPLNT
 
A AND B TEMP INU 40DEG TO lODEG F
 
A AND B PRFSS IND II +-3 PSIA
 
rEMP/PRESS MON SEL - HEL
 
A AND B PRESS INO - PSIA 
A QUANTITY IND PERCENT REMAINING
 
B QUANTITY IND PERCENT REMAINING
 
TEMP MON SEL RCS QUAD Ip 4t 2p 3 (120 -
SUIT/CABIN PRESS - NOR 
OLYCOL TEMP/PRESS - NOR 
02/H20 QUANTITY - NOMINAL
 
































*415+1 (No BORESIGHT) 
*503-XXXXX RANGE RATE 
-10* COPY ROOT FOR 3RD CDH BUi 
8ORESIGHT ON CSM 
*415+1 
* ib+XXXXX RANGE 
COMPUTE CDH bLU 
-7 *415+1 NO BORESIGHT 
*b03-XXXXX RANGE RATE 
-b *415+1 NO BORESIGHT 
*b03-xXxXX RANGE RATE 







* U4R - RANGE RATE 
*bO/+l A-AXIS DELTA V 
*400+0 ATT HOLD 
*410+5 EXTERNAL DELTA V 
(LOAD SOLUTION TO BE EXFCUTED) 
•450 461 452 
*407+0 ROTATE EXTERNAL DELTA V RF 
NULL ERROR SIGNALS WITH AGS PULSE 
IRANSMIT TGT DELTA VIS TO CSM AND SYNC COUNTDOWN 
*50OR DELTA VX (NOM -0.3) 
*502R UELTA VZ (NOM b.0) 
-:2u UEADBAND-MIN 
(DEFLECT RHC OUT OF DETFNT) 
AGS MODE CON7-ATr HOLD 
ATT CONT(3)-MODF CONT 
*407+1 FREEZE EXTERNAL DELTA V 
SET ET COUNTING UP AT ZERO 
(124:24:25) NULL DELTA V'S 
VERIFY AGS RESIDUALS 




































*410+6 TPX SEARCH iOUTINE
 




*303R _THFTA AT TPI
 





*267R DELTA V TPI
 


































*410+3 TPI SEARCH ROUTINF
 





*303R THETA AT TPI
 






*267R DELTA V TPI
 
*371R DELTA V 1PI + DELTA V TPF
 














TEMP/PRESS MON FEL - FUEL MAN 
A AND B PRFSS 191 +-3 PSLG 
TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - PRPLNT 
A AND B TEMP IND 4ODEG TO lOUDEG F 
A AND B PRESS IND 181 +-3 PSIA 
TEMP/PRESS MON SEL - HEL 
A AND B PRESS IND PSIA
 
A QUANTIrY IND PERCENT REMAINING
 
b QUANTITY IND PERCENT REMAINING
 
TEMP MON SEL RCS QUAD 1. 4t 2p 3 (120 - l)O UFG F)
 
SLIIT/CABIN PRESS - NOR 
GLYCOL TEMP/PRESS - NOR 
02/H20 QUANTITY - NOMINAL 














*410+3 TPI SEARCH ROUTINE
 
*.07+043,00 DELTA T TRANSFER
 
-11 *310+U11,0o TFT TPI
 
* 303R THF A AT FPl 











*267R DELTA V TPI
 
*371R DELTA V TPI + DELTA V TPF
 
TRANSMIT TIG OF rpi To CSM 
-9* *77R COPy TGT LOS ANGLE 
*415+1 NO BORESIGHT 
*b3-XXXX.X RANGE RATE 
*404+0 40b+O 406+0 
(MONITOR 470 471 472) 
*415+1 NO BORESIGHT 
*503-XXXX.X RANGE RATE 
-b* *277R COPY TGT LOS ANGLE 










*,e67R DELTA V TPL
 
LOMPUTE rPI BtI 
*.371R DELTA V TPI +,DELTA V TPF
 




*410+b EXTERNAL DELTA V
 
(LOAD SOLUTION TO BE EXECUTED 
*45u 451 452 ­
*407+0 ROTATE EXTERNAL DELTA V RF 
NULL ERROR' SIGNALS WITH AGS PULSE 
COPY CSM TPI SOLUTION AND SYNC COUNTDOWN WITH CSM
 
*bOOR DELTA VX (NOM -11.b)
 




(DEFLECT RHC OUT OF DETENT)
 





*407+1 FREEZE EXTERNAL UELTA v
 








ELTA VX DEETA VY DELTA VZ_
 











S-BAND - SLEW 1o P = +90t Y = 0
 
S-bAND - FWD (OR AFT)
 






+9* *277R COPY TGI LOS ANbLE
 
+13* *277R COPY TGT LOS ANGLE
 






(DEFLECT RHC OUT OF DETFNT)
 














AGS MODE CONT-AUTO 
*404+0 40b+O 406+0 
+24* *277R COPy TGT LOS ANGLE
 
+e8* *277R COPY TGT LOS ANGLE
 





(DEFLFCT RHC OUT OF DETENT) 
AGS MODE cONI-Air HOLD 
ATT CONT(3)-MODF CONT 
*470R 471R 472R
 








* BRAKING bATE * 
* 30 FPS - bOO0 FT * 
* 20 FPS - 3O0 FT * 
* iu FPS - 1500 f * 





6.0 ONBOARD RENDEZVOUS CHARTS
 




RI Fl R2 F2 R3 F3 
R3 F4 
CHART 6 1 
-240 0 247.3 -140.0 254.7 -70.0 72.4 120 0 15.2 










































































































































































































































































-273.0 282.0 -173.0 315 6 -103.0 106 6 153.0 22.1 
-274.0 283.1 -174 0 317.4 -104.0 107.7 154.0 22 4 
-275.0 284.2 -175.0 319.3 -105.0 108.7 155 0 22.6 
-276.0 285.2 -176.0 321 1 -106.0 109.7 156.0 22.8 
-277.0 286.3 -177.0 323 0 -107.0 110 8 157.0 23.0 

















PREPARED by FPrB/OPS 


































-286.0 295.9 -186.0 339.8 -116 0 120 2 166 0 24.9 
-287 0 297.0 -187.0 341.6 -117.0 121.2 167 0 25.1 













169.0170.0 25 525.7 
-291.0 301.3 -191.0 349.1 -121.0 125 4 171.0 25.9 
-292 0 302.4 -192.0 351 0 -122.0 126.5 172.0 26.1 













174.0175.0 26.526.7 -3 -1 
-296.0 306.7 -196.0 358.5 -126 0 130 7 176.0 26.9 
-297.0 307 8 -197.0 360.4 -127 0 131 7 177.0 27 1 
-298.0 308 9 -198.0 362.2 -128 0 132 8 178 0 27 3 
-299.0 310 0 -199.0 364.1 -129 0 133.8 179 0 27 5 
-300.0 311.1 -200 0 366.0 -130 0 134 9 180.0 27.7 
-301.0 312.2 -201 0 367 9 -131 0 135.9 181 0 27.9 
-302.0 313.2 -202.0 369.8 -132.0 137.0 182 0 28.1 
-303.0 314 3 -203.0 371.6 -133.0 138.0 183 0 28.3 
-304.0 315 4 -204.0 373.5 -134.0 139.1 184.0 28.5 
-305.0 316.5 -205.0 375.4 -135 0 140 1 185 0 28 7 
-306.0 317.6 -206.0 377.3 -136.0 141.2 186.0 28 9 
-307.0 318.7 -207.0 379.2 -137 0 142.2 187.0 29.1 
-308.0 319.8 -208.0 381.1 -138.0 143.3 188.0 29.3 
-309.0 320.9 -209.0 383.0 -139.0 144.3 189.0 29.5 TIQ TpI 
-310.0 322.0 -210.0 384.9 -140.0 145 4 190.0 29 7 
-311.0 323.1 -211.0 386.8 -141.0 146.4 191.0 29.9 - TIG TPI " 
-312.0 324 2 -212 0 388.7 -142 0 147.5 192.0 30.1 
-313.0 325 3 -213.0 390 5 -143.0 148.5 193.0 30.3 AT 
-314.0 326.4 -214.0 392 4 -144 0 149 6 194.0 30.5 
-315.0 327.5 -215.0 394.3 -145 0 150.7 195.0 30.7 - NOM AT - 1 35:21 
-316.0 328.6 -216.0 396.2 -146 0 151.7 196.0 30.9 
-317.0 329.7 -217 0 398.1 -147.0 152.8 197.0 31.0 6AT 
-318.0 330.8 -218.0 400.0 -148.0 153.8 198.0 31.2 
-319.0 331 9 -219.0 401.9 -149.0 154.9 199 0 31.4 AVCSI 
-320.0 333.0 -220.0 403.8 -150.0 155.9 200 0 31.6 
-321.0 334 1 -221.0 405 7 -151 0 157.0 201.0 31.8 Prepared by FPrB/OPS 
-322.0 335 3 -222.0 407.7 -152.0 158.1 202.0 32 0 
-323.0 336.4 -223.0 409 6 -153.0 159 1 203.0 32.2 MISSION APOLLO 11, MAY 16, 1969 
6-3 
ROOT X1 Z1 X2 Z2 X3 Z3 CHART 6 2 
-75. 29.7 52.6 30.6 132 0 .9 79 2 















CDH BACKUP TABLE 
MISSION G 






















































-23 R2 (-122 68) 
-87. 34.2 62.7 35 0 155.9 .8 93.1 -10 R3 (-122.87) 
-88. 34.6 63 5 35 4 157.9 .8 94.2 















VX- X1 47.2 
-92. 36.1 67.0 36.9 166.0 .8 98.9 +X3 0.1 






























-X2 ( -47.7 
-98. 38.3 723 39.0 178.4 .7 106.1 vx[ j ( 0 4 FPS 





































































-109. 42.4 82.3 42.9 201.6 .5 119.4 vzl 0.0 FPS 
-110. 42.8 83.2 43.3 203.7 .4 120.6 
-111. 43.1 84.2 43.6 205.9 .4 121.8 
-112. 43.5 85.1 44.0 208 0 .4 123.0 
-113. 43.9 86.0 44.3 210.2 .4 124.3 















PREPARED BY FPRB/OPS 
-117. 45.3 89.8 45.7 218.8 .3 129.2 MISSION APOLLO 11, MAY 16, 1969 
6-4 
CHART 6 2 
RDOT X1 Zi X2 Z2 X3 Z3 
-118 45.7 90.8 46 1 221 0 .3 130.5 
-119. 46 1 91.7 46 4 223.2 .2 131.7 
-120. 46.4 92.7 46.7 225.4 .2 132.9 
-121. 46 8 93.6 47.1 227.6 .2 134 2 
-122. 47.1 94.6 47.4 229.8 2 135 4 
-123. 47.5 95.6 47.8 232.0 .1 136.7 
-124. 47.9 96.5 48.1 234.2 .1 137.9 
-125. 48.2 97.5 48 4 236.4 .1 139.2 
-126. 43.6 98.5 48 8 238.6 .0 140.5 
-127. 48.9 99 5 49 1 240.9 0 141 7 
-128. 49 3 100.5 49.5 243.1 -.0 143.0 
-129. 49.7 101.5 49.8 245.3 - 0 144 3 
-130. 50.0 102.4 50.1 247.6 - 1 145.5 
-131. 50.4 103.4 50.5 249.8 -.1 146 8 
-132. 50.7 104.4 50.8 252.1 -.1 148.1 
-133. 51.1 105.4 51.1 254 4 -.2 149.3 
-134 51.5 106.4 51.4 256 6 -.2 150.6 
-135. 51.8 107.4 51.8 258.9 -.2 151 9 
-136. 52.2 108.5 52.1 261.2 - 3 153 2 
-137. 52.5 109.5 52.4 263.4 -.3 154 5 
-138. 52.9 110.5 52 8 265.7 -.3 155.8 
-139. 53.2 111.5 53 1 268.0 -.4 157 0 
-140. 53.6 112.5 53.4 270.3 -.4 158 3 
-141. 53 9 113.6 53 7 272.6 -.4 159.6 
-142. 54.3 114.6 54.1 274.9 - 5 160.9 
-143. 54.6 115.6 54.4 277.2 -.5 162.2 
-144. 55.0 116 6 54.7 279.6 -.5 163.5 
-145. 55.3 117 7 55.0 281.9 -.6 164.8 
-146 55.7 118.7 55.3 284.2 -.6 166.1 
-147. 56.1 119.8 55.7 286.5 -.7 167.4 
-148 56 4 120.8 56.0 288.9 -.7 168.8 
-149. 56.8 121.9 56.3 291.2 - 7 170.1 
-150 57.1 122.9 56.6 293.6 - 8 171.4 
-151. 57.5 124 0 56.9 295.9 -.8 172.7 
-152 57.8 125 0 57 3 298.3 -.9 174.0 
-153. 58.2 126.1 57.6 300 7 -.9 175.3 
-154 58.5 127.2 57.9 303.0 - 9 176.7 
-155. 58.8 128.2 58.2 305.4 -1.0 178.0 
-156. 59.2 129.3 58.5 307.8 -1.0 179 3 
-157. 59.5 130.4 58 8 310.2 -1.1 180.7 PREPARED BY FPRB/OPS 
-158. 59.9 131 5 59 1 312.6 -1.1 182 0 
-159. 60.2 132.6 59.4 315.0 -1 2 183.3 MISSION APOLLO 11, MAY 16, 1969 
6-5 
G MISSION TERMINAL PHASE INITIATION
 





22 24 R 5 
19 54 
RREQ 










+ + am 
----- - ... 
uC 
21 ..... ...... 
80 90 100 110 120 130 140 
LMISSION 
150 160 170 18010 
APOLLO 11, NAY 16, 1969 
15 0 2, 30 35 40 45 
PREPARED BY FPRB/OPSA 
013 43.28 R 
09- _ 37 24 
Ao - 6.04 
PNGS(N59) CSM(N59) 
id 
G MISSION FIRST MIDCOURSE CORRECTION 
RREQ 104 5 
17.23 R13 - 104 5 
tR 0 0 
CHARTS AT H U -i 
/L 
500133 A 
/A 232 a 
48 
8360 7 80 9 I0 
44 
I0 12 13 10 1 
-A 
4 0 . . 
G MISSION SECOND MIDCOURSE CORRECTION
 










0.0 - -__ 
___11 19 
PNGS(N59) CSM(N59) CHARTS 
AT 
a28 
620 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 ho 8 9 I I 2 1
 m A 
PREPARED BY FPRB/OPS G MISSION RELATIVE REFERENCE TRAJECTORY - CHlART 6 6 
Time (MIN) 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 
9 (DEG) 52 6 56 9 61 5 67 0 72 1 77 5 84 2 90 8 97 5 104 3 Ill 3 118 3 
R (NM) 12 9 11 2 9 6 8 2 6 9 5 8 4 8 3 9 3 1 2 3 1 6 0 95 
R (fps) 91 83 75 68 60 54 48 43 39 36 35 33 
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